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The Company
Videotour company proudly encounters 10 years of producing video-guides to
various favourite travel destinations including Austria, Bulgaria, Slovakia,
Slovenia, Switzerland, France and Russia. Our staff has experience in working
for central russian TV channels and include camera operators, travel consult-
ants, narrators, artists and designers. Our company record and master films
with its own professional video equipment and a sound recording studio. 
Films created at Videotour have been used in such TV shows as "Klub
Kinoputeshestvennikov" (Videotravel Club), "Polchasa o turisme" (1/2 hour
about tourism) and other travel-related shows at First Channel on Russian TV.

The product
We work hard to make our video-guides interesting and useful for the vast audi-
ence. Whether one starts to discover the destination we represent in our film
while planning a tour or wish to keep and share memories of the journey with
the family back home - our DVDs have something for everyone.

The genre of a video-guide or a video-excursion allows us to present the pic-
tures of the world's famous sites as well as virtually unknown places from an
eye of a traveller. 
The accompanying narrations lead the viewer to the most intersting facts and
recommend the best ways to make the entertainments and leisure unforget-
table at the chosen destination. They also provide information on excursions
and must-see places, so as not to miss the best of what the depicted area has
to offer to the traveller.

Video-guide is a memorable gift for those who has already visited the described
area, and useful as well as informative for those who only plan to disover the
region.  
The immense amount of shot material allows to combine video fragments into
educational videos, DVD hotel catalogues and excursion program promotions
for travel agencies.

The unique advertising media
Video-guide is a unique advertising media. It becomes clear now that more and
more travellers are interested in such products as DVDs representing detailed
descriptions of tourist abilities and historical backgroud of travel destinations of
their inerest or potential choice. 
Unlike other advertising stuff which often end up in the waste basket, our DVDs
find the place on the bookshelves and in video collections, thus making the
advertising effect long-lasting and reviving. 
With the help of our DVDs every advertising message implanted in the content
precisely hit the target audience, because the remarkable and fascinating
video-guide is usually shared with or recommended to the audience which is
also interested in travel, vacations and adventures. With this the best target
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audience is reached. Moreover, this unique advertising media automatically
choose the best intermediary. Being friends, relatives or family members,
even co-workers, sharing the passion for journeys, these addressees pos-
sess positive attitude to both the advertising message and the messenger.
This adds much to the effect of the advertising message.

Potential advertisers span hotels, restaurants, shops, business and trade
centers, civic entertaining centers, airlines, travel agencies and bureaus, sou-
venirs and jewellery sellers and craftsmen, etc.
Optional advertising media:   
Advertising can either be inserted in the video film itself as a video fragmet or
placed on the coloured DVD box inlay. 
DVD box can also carry inside mini-booklets, discount cards, etc.

Distribution
DVD video-guides are distributed at the travel sites in hotels, supermarkets,
souvenir shops, travel bureaus as well as through Moscow book stores and
travel agencies. DVDs are available for online orders at www.videotour.ru
Films can also be shown and sold onboard the airplanes, distributed by
guides in the buses during excursions. The DVD price can be included in the
price of a tour or excursion. 
For demonstration purposes the copies can be recorded in any desirable
video format.

Price and details
The creation period for the video-guide varies from 15 to 30 days. An average
price for a 60-min film is 5000 USD (including 1000 DVDs)
Soundtracks for the movies can include folk and traditional songs and
melodies or can be created on the basis of local folk traditions and music.

Additionally, film budget can include the direct paid advertising video inser-
tions.


